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11 
This inVention relates to , the manufacture Of 

b00tS and Shoes and has as its object to ºpTOVide 
a neW kind of insole prOViding am Orthopedic arch 
Supp0Tt. # 

The invention consists in an insole for boots 
and Shoes which is built up from several layers, 
Imamely an inner and Outer Sheet Of leather Or 
the like united along their edges, and a filling 
enclOSed between them. 
The filling is preferably So cut that it fitS Snugly 

into the Space between the immer and Outer 
leather Sheets So that it can not budge and 
BlwayS retains its proper pOSition. It may be 
made from any Suitable sheet, material, e.g. COrk, 
cOrk fragments cemented by rubber or other 
Suitable binders, felt, luffa, or the like. Where 
it is desired to adapt; the insole to the Shape of 
the foot, a corresponding reinforcement may be 
provided in the filling. This may be a wedge 
glued to the filling Sheet. In a preferred embodi 
ment of the invention, the filling is again com 
pOSed Of two Sheets between which the wedge is 
inserted. 
The insole according to this invention is fixed 

to the upper and/or to the outsole in any. Suit 
able manner. For example, the edges of the 
inner and Outer Sheets of the inSOle may be made 
to project laterally from the filling So as to form 
a, thin lip round a thicker central part. The 
lip Serves for fixing the insole to the OutSOle and 
the Outwards turned edges of the upper by Stitch 
ing down. Or else, the outer Sheet of the in 
Sole may be made Substantially equal in width 
to the filling and the edge of the wider inner 
Sheet thereof is folded down over the Sides of 
the filling and outer Sheet, and the insole which 
is thuS. obtained without a lip is Surrounded by 
a welt to which the upper and outsole are fixed 
ìn the usual Way. 
The in Vention can be applied to all usual kinds 

of boots and Shoes, and with particular advantage 
to SandalS. 
The inVention is illustrated, by Way Of exº 

ample only, in the accompanying drawings in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a Side eleVation of a last Serving for 
the manufacture of inSOles according to the 
invention, Seen from the Side of the Shank; 

Fig. 2 is a horizontal SectiOn of the laSt. On 
line LI-II Of Fig. 1, Showing also the inner Sheet 
Of the inSOle; + 

FigS. 3 to 5 Show different StageS 0f the manu 
facture of the insole, FigS, 3 and 5 being CTOSS 
Sections on line ITI-III , of Fig. 1, and Fig. 4 a 
fragmentary cross-section on line IV-IV of 
Fig. 1; • 

Fig. 6 is a croSS-Section of the fìnished insole, 
while Fig. 7 is a crOSS-Section of a Shoe made 
With Such inSOle; * … \ 

Figs. 8- to 10 illustrate similarly the manu 

3 Claims, (Cl, 36-41) 
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2 
facture of a Shoe with an insole according to 
a Second embodiment of the invention; 

FigS. 11 and 12 Show Similarly the manu 
facture of a Shoe with an insole according to a 
third embOdiment of the in Vention. 
Turning first tO FigS. 1 to 7, the last consists 

in the usual manner of a main portion l? having 
the general Shape of the foot, with a hollow 
Shank portion 2, and an insert 3 in the instep 
pOrtion. For the manufacture of normal foot 
Wear the last haS the Shape Of a normal foot. 
For Orthopaedic purp0SeS the last may be given 
any Special Shape required by the deformities 
which the footwear is intended to remedy. In 
the Sectional Views Of FigS. 2: to 5, the last has 
been ShOwn, for the Sake Of Simplicity, as if it 
Were made all in One piece, 

In the manufacture : Of an inSOle acc0rding to 
this in Vention, a Sheet & is put On the bottom 
Of the last, With a margin M'' projecting On all 
SideS from the la St. The Sheet, may Consist of 
leather or any other Suitable pliable material, 
for example, artificial leather, Waterproofed can 
Vas, plastic Sheets: Or the like. The marginal 
pOrtion &” is now folded up and tacked to the 
Sides of the last and the Sheet is thereby stretched 
So tightly that it follOWS. the curWature of the 
underside of the last. Then a filling Sheet 5 is 
glued to the underside of Sheet 4, again exactly 
following the Shape Of the underSide of the la St 
(Fig. 3). Sheet 5 may be made, for example, 
frOrn Cork, felt, or the like material. It has Sub 
Stantially the Outline Of the fOOt, but is Slightly 
narrower and Shorter than the last. In the hol 
low 2 Of the Shank, a wedge 6 of cork or the like 
is then glued to the underSide of Sheet, 5, its 
underSide being Substantially flush With the 
underside of Sheet 5 0utside the Shank (Fig. 4). 
Therebeneath a further filling Sheet I of cork Or 
the like material is glued, C0extensive with Sheet 
5, So that the Wedge 6 is now enclosed between 
SheetS 5, and T. Finally the Outer Sheet, 8 of 
the inSole, which is made from a Similar material 
as the inner Sheet & and has Substantially the 
same dimensions as the latter, is glued to the 
underside of Sheet, I (Fig. 5). The last step in 
the manufacture of the inSOle now C0nsists there 
in that the marginal portion - 4° 0f the Sheet 4 
is detached from the last and folded down onto 
the edge of Sheet 8 to which it is Secured by 
glu?ng. The insole is now ready as Self-con 
tained unit (Fig. 6). \ 

Fig. T? shows the manufacture of a Shoe with 
Such insole. The Outturned edge portion 9 of 
the upper ?0 is laid on the upper side of the 
marginal portion of the insole and covered by a 
Welt II, and an out;SOle l2 is applied to the un 
derside Of Sheet, 8 of the insole. All these parts 
are then joined by Stitching down. 
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This method in which the outturned edgeS. Of 
the upper are connected in One Single Operation 
with the lip of the insole and with the outsole, is 
itself a novel feature of this invention, rendered 
possible by the novel cÔnfiguration of the insole 
as described hereinbefore. The manufacture of . 

- the shoe is substantially simplified and facilitated ' ' 
thereby. This method does not. correspond to g 
the known manufacture of either Stitchdown or 
Welt Shoes. In the former, no inSOle at all iS 
provided but the outturned edgeS. of the upper : : ! \ \\ * • f?lling and Said Wedge. are directly stitched on the outsole which is the 
only sole. A normal, i.e. not composite, insole, 
could not be aTranged on Stitchdown ShoeS Other 
tham by gluting it afterwards on the inner Sur 
face of the outSole inside : the upper, for”. if''' it 
were made :as large aS. the OutSOle and its maT-. 
gima} portion Were inserted between , the Out 
turned edge of ... the upper. and, the OutSOle, it. 
would in effect be nothing but a second layer of ý 
the out;Sole itself. ^ Welt ShoeS, On the Other 

, hand, are made ºthereby that the upper, With in 
turned edgeS, , and the insole are ºfirst Sewn to-º 
gether with the Welt and the latter. is after 
wards fixed to the OtttSOle which is not directly 
connected With either the upper or insole, 

Figs., 8 to.10 Show another embodiment of the 
i?ìVention. The insole is composed Of an inner . 
sheet.13, an outer sheet, l? and a filling which 
in turm. Consists of two J. Sheets |5, 16 between 
Which a, Wedge :(not Shown) is inserted in the 
Same Way as in the case of the first embodiment 
described hereinbefore. The outer: Sheet. 14. of 
the insole is in this case Substantially. COexten 

, , SiWe With the filling and its SideS. are chamfered, 
and the marginal portions. 13” of the immer: 
sheet, l3 are folded down ower the Sides of the 
filling and Of Sheet, l?; and glued thereto. The 
insole is thus made without a lip. Fig. 8 shows 
the insole made ready as a unit. To this insole, 
the upper !! and a Welt !8 are joined by Stitch 
ing:(Fig. 9). The . Shoe is completed thereby 
that the outer sole #9 is stitched in a known man 
ner to the welt í8. (Fig. 10). The loose cork 
fìlling necessary for Shoes of the Goodyear welt 

| type can be dispensed with in View of the thick 
ness of the insole. . . \ : : : 

Figs. 11 and 12 show the invention in its ap 

45 

plication to Shoes manufactured by gl?ing alone . 
without stitching. The manufacture of the in 
sole itself is analogous to that shown in Fig. 8, 
with that difference that the marginal portion 
20' of the inner sheet 20 of the insole is folded 
round the filling and laid flat upon the under 
side of the outer sheet 21. The edge portion 22 
of the upper ° 23' is similarly folded round the 
Whole inSOle and laid flat' On” the ünderside • Of 
Said marginal portion 20”; thereof. The space 
formed at the underside of the insole between 
the edges of portions 20” and 22 is filled out in 
the known manner With cork or a like maSS 24. 
Finally, the outsole° 25 is glued to the underside 
Of Said portion 22' and the filling maSS 24: : : :* 
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In all embodiments of the invention, the filling . 
sheets of the insole may be so selected that the 65. 
irisole is made waterproof and/or heat insulat~ | 
ing. - Cork, for example, fulfils the latter pur-. 
pose, and sheets made from rubber-bonded cork 
fragment • Serve both purposeS. . The im Vention 
has the further advantage that no liming is r? 
quired for the insole : Since the upper Sheet takes!' 
the place ºther?Öf. : : : : : : : : : : : : :, ', .. - 
The insole may, of course, be modified in any. 

suitable manner not particularly. described ?nd. 
illustrated here, .. - ....… .. º… … ……’’ - ?: 

70: 
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I. Claim: \ 
1. As a Self-contained article of manufacture, 

a laminated insole for use as a permanently 
built-in p?rt in footwear, º comprising in com 
bination, a top ply and a bottom ply of flexible 
leather; a filling arranged between Said top and 

’; bottom plies, Said filling consisting of two filling 
plies basically composed of cork; and an arch 
supporting wedge disposed between said two 
fì?ling , plies, said top and bottom plieS being 
united along their edges so as to enclose Said 
: 2. As a self-contained article of manufacture, 
a º laminated insole for use as a permanently 
built-in part in footwear, comprising in COm 
bin?tion, a top: ply of flexible leather, Said top ply having an outer margin being aTranged at 
?lower level than the main portion of Said top 
ply; a plane bottom ply of flexible leather; a. 
filling arranged between the main portion of 
said top ºply and Said plane bottom ply. Said 
f?lling, consisting of two filling - plies basically 
composed of cork; and an arch Supporting wedge 
disposed between said two filling plies, Said top 
and bottom plies being united along their edges 
so as to enclose said filling and Said Wedge and 
to provide. a lip surrounding the raised remain 
ing part of the insole for attachment to the 
upper and outer sole of Said footWear. 3. As a self-contained article of manufacture, 
a laminated insole for use as a permanently 
built-in-part in footwear, comprising in Com 
bination, a top ply and a bottom ply of flexible 
leather; a filling arranged between Said top and 
bottom plies, said filling consisting of two f?iling 
plies basically composed of cork; and an arch 
suporting wedge disposed between Said two fill 
ing plies, said bottom ply being chamfered along. 
the edge thereof and said top ply projecting on 
all sides over the chamfered edge of Said bot 
tom ply and the filling plies and being Secured 
to the chamfered edge of the bottom ply, SO 3S 
to enclose said filling and Said wedge and to pr0 
vide a margin?1 portion for attachment to the 
upper and outer sole of Said footWear. 
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